Behaviour in case of accidents
Keep calm!
1. Report the accident
   » Who calls?
   » Where did the accident happen?
   » What happened?
   » How many persons are injured?
   » What kind of injury?
   - Warn your workmates against further, existing risk of accidents!

2. First aid
   » Coverage the place of accident
   » Give first aid
   » Follow the instructions
   Avoid any risks.
   Think of your own safety.

3. Additional measures
   » Instruct the emergency services
   » Remove onlookers
   » Inform: superiors, occupational physician, safety engineer

Behaviour in case of fire
Keep calm!
1. Report the fire
   » Who calls?
   » Where does it burn?
   » What burns?
   » ARE any persons in danger?
   - Warn your workmates against further, existing risk of accidents!

2. Rescue
   » Help endangered persons
   » Do not use the elevators
   » Follow the escape routes
   » Leave the rooms calmly
   » Close the doors
   » Go to the assembly point
   Avoid any risks.
   Think of your own safety.

3. Extinguish
   » Fire fighting (extinguisher)
   » Instruct the fire brigade
   - Inform: superiors, occupational physician, safety engineer

Fatal, serious accidents/incidents and emergencies have to be reported to the ANDRITZ Medical Support: + 43 50805 51111
Security Support: + 43 50805 52222
The accident report has to be sent to EmergencyReport@andritz.com.